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7 Tips for Step 13 - Research Online Newspaper Archives

Researching online newspaper archives can provide valuable information for 

your family history research. Here are some tips to help you get the most out of 

your online newspaper research:

1. Start with a plan: Before you begin searching online newspaper archives,

make a plan. Identify the newspapers that covered the area where your 

ancestor lived, or the events you are interested in. This will help you focus 

your search and avoid wasting time.

2. Use advanced search features: Most online newspaper archives have 

advanced search features that allow you to search by keywords, dates, 

and other criteria. Take advantage of these features to narrow your search

and find more relevant results.

3. Look for variations of your ancestor's name: People often appear in 

newspapers under different names or misspellings. Be sure to search for 

variations of your ancestor's name, including nicknames, middle names, 

and initials.

4. Pay attention to details: Newspapers contain a wealth of information 

beyond the articles themselves. Be sure to pay attention to 

advertisements, classifieds, and even the weather reports, as they can 

provide valuable insights into your ancestors' lives.

5. Don't overlook smaller newspapers: Smaller local newspapers may 

have fewer articles, but they can provide a more detailed look at the lives 

of your ancestors. Be sure to search for newspapers that were published 

in the towns or cities where your ancestors lived.
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6. Save your findings: As you find articles and information about your 

ancestors, be sure to save them. You can create a digital file or a physical 

binder to keep track of your research. This will make it easier to refer back 

to your findings and organize your research.

7. Share your findings: Once you have found valuable information about 

your ancestors, be sure to share it with other family members. They may 

be able to provide additional information or insights that can help you 

further your research.

By following these tips, you can make the most of your online newspaper 

research and uncover valuable information about your ancestors' lives.
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Quiz for Step 13 - Research Online Newspaper Archives

1.What is the first step in researching online newspaper archives?

A) Choose your target newspaper

B) Find online newspaper archives

C) Search the archives

D) Look for obituaries

2.Why are obituaries a valuable source of information?

A) They often provide details about a person's life that are not found 

elsewhere

B) They are easy to find in newspaper archives

C) They are always accurate

D) They only provide basic information, such as birth and death dates

3.What should you pay attention to beyond the articles themselves when 

searching newspaper archives?

A) Advertisements

B) Classifieds

C) Weather reports

D) All of the above
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4.Should you only search for large, well-known newspapers when researching 

online archives?

A) Yes, smaller newspapers will not have valuable information

B) No, smaller newspapers can provide a more detailed look at the lives of 

your ancestors

5.What should you do with the information you find in newspaper archives?

A) Keep it to yourself

B) Share it with other family members

C) Ignore it if it doesn't fit with your preconceived notions of your ancestors' 

lives

D) None of the above
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Answers: Quiz for Step 13 - Research Online Newspaper Archives

1.A

2.A

3.D

4.B

5.B
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